Assignment 5

Due on 2020-03-04, 23:59 IST.

Unit 5 - Week 7: ISD and Analysis Phase (Module 2: Course Design and Instruction)

Assignment 5

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Assignment 5

1. Good course outcomes have five of these more important features
   - Students get engaged with the new knowledge
   - All learning activities are on schedule
   - Teachers ensure that most of the students have the required attendance
   - Teachers care about the subject and their students
   - The course is relevant to real life

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers
   - Students get engaged with the new knowledge
   - All learning activities are on schedule
   - Teachers ensure that most of the students have the required attendance
   - Teachers care about the subject and their students
   - The course is relevant to real life

2. Instruction is a set of events embedded in purposeful activities that facilitate learning. These events
   - Must be only external to the learner and cannot be internal mental events
   - May be only internal mental events or only external to the learner
   - Can be either external to the learner as well as internal mental events

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers
   - Instruction is a set of events embedded in purposeful activities that facilitate learning. These events
   - Must be only external to the learner and cannot be internal mental events
   - Can be either external to the learner as well as internal mental events

3. The nature of the learning environment is an aspect of
   - Instructional method
   - Instructional situation
   - Instructional approach
   - Instructional strategy

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers
   - Instructional method
   - Instructional situation
   - Instructional approach
   - Instructional strategy

4. All training programs are conducted using ADEE ISD
   - In all organizations
   - By all schools
   - By all corporate training programs
   - By all government services

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers
   - In all organizations
   - By all schools
   - By all corporate training programs
   - By all government services

5. Which of the following is true with reference to the ADEE model?
   - The activities of any phase can be revisied even after completing all the five phases
   - The activities of any phase can be revisied before proceeding to the next phase
   - The revision of activities in a given phase will have no impact on the activities of the earlier phase
   - The final summative evaluation phase alone can lead to the revision of activity in a phase

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers
   - The activities of any phase can be revisied before proceeding to the next phase
   - The revision of activities in a given phase will have no impact on the activities of the earlier phase
   - The final summative evaluation phase alone can lead to the revision of activity in a phase

6. Course context and content should mostly importantly include
   - Category of the course
   - Sample text items
   - Sample test items
   - Sample assignment items
   - The importance of the course to the profession
   - How the students should prepare for the final examination
   - The importance of the course to the profession
   - How the students should prepare for the final examination

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers
   - Category of the course
   - Sample text items
   - Sample test items
   - Sample assignment items
   - The importance of the course to the profession
   - How the students should prepare for the final examination
   - The importance of the course to the profession
   - How the students should prepare for the final examination

7. Locating the CDs in the taxonomy tables is typically an activity of
   - Implementation
   - Project Planning
   - Analysis Phase
   - Development Phase

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers
   - Implementation
   - Project Planning
   - Analysis Phase
   - Development Phase

8. The number of CDs should be
   - As small as number possible
   - As large as number possible
   - Decided by the nature and scope of the content
   - Decided by the nature and scope of the content

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers
   - The number of CDs should be
   - Decided by the nature and scope of the content
   - Decided by the nature and scope of the content

9. The following topics are included in the module:
   - Knowledge of Subject Matter
   - Teacher Student Interaction
   - Course Design
   - Course Management
   - All of the above
   - None of the above

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers
   - Knowledge of Subject Matter
   - Teacher Student Interaction
   - Course Design
   - Course Management
   - All of the above
   - None of the above

10. The most important problems teachers face frequently with students in course work are
   - Lacks of respect to teachers and the Department
   - Getting the attention of the students in the class/Student Bonding
   - Not giving adequate time to study
   - Getting this students to solve assignment problems on their own

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers
   - Lacks of respect to teachers and the Department
   - Getting the attention of the students in the class/Student Bonding
   - Not giving adequate time to study
   - Getting this students to solve assignment problems on their own